ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
FIFTY-FOURTH SESSION

BILL NO. 54-33
INTRODUCED BY: Sova  SECONDED BY: Wise

A BILL TO: Allocate funds for UAB's Alternative Event on March 17th
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, UAB has scheduled an alternative event for St. Patrick's Day in the Pasant Theatre within the Wharton Center, featuring an improvisation group from the Chicago-Based Second City; and,

WHEREAS, UAB has expressed a financial need in the form of $2,000 for the purpose of reducing ticket costs for this event;

WHEREAS, ASMSU will partner in marketing this opportunity known across campus, providing an entertainment to students alternative to the widely known programming of St. Patrick's Day; therefore, be it,

RESOLVED, The Associated Students of Michigan State University (ASMSU) allocates $2,000.00 to UAB to reduce ticket prices for their event on March 17th.

INTRODUCED ON  Feb.8,2018
REFERRED TO  Finance Committee
SPECIAL ACTION TAKEN  Sent to GA  DATE  Feb.8,2018
COMMITTEE ACTION  X  8-2-0  VOTE  DATE  Feb.8,2018

FINAL ACTION TAKEN  X  39-3-1  VOTE  DATE  Feb.15,2018
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